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Abstract. A Steiner triptc system of order o is called reversk if its autcworphism grriup cmtains 
an inwlut~x~ having exactly one fixed point. Varbus eortstructians of such systems are given, 
ir, an attempt to prow that the mcmary conditions of existence L: =5 1, 3,9 or 19 (mad 24) axe 
QIw EuTiiknt. 
or@tnat proof) of the existence of reverb STS of order t3 z 3 or 9 4 mod 
24), 
Ot is easy [though rather tedious) to cheek that the set S = f-, 1 w 2, ..c, 
d 2, f’, 2’, . . . . 12’1, provided witla the following collection of subsets: 
and with all the images of these subsets by the permutation .a = (00) 
C~,1’~~2,2’ ) ..,d42, 12’) f i s an STS of order 23 admit iIlg Q 3.s an ..Juto- 
hism. ‘This verification is simpMe.d by noticing that the above sys- 
tem r:or:tiins three subsystems &order 9, nan~Jy (u:, I, 2, .J, 4, I’, 2 ) 
Y, 43, Foo,S,6,7,8,5’,6’,7’,8’i and (~=,9,10, 11, la,?‘, lo’, II’, a?) 
Let us denote by R the set of all integers r for which there exists a 
reverse Steiner triple system of order 2r + 1 (is is easily seen to be the 
number of triples containing a given point in such a system). 
Proof. Let S bc the set (L )c {O, 1 j) u f-1 of cardinality 2rz+ 1. It is easy 
(and not tedicu) to check that a Steiner triple system of order 2n+t GM 
be constructecP on S in the following wry: 
(a) whenever s is a point of L, take the subset ((x, O), (x, I ), - ) as a 
triple of s, 
(b) whenever I is a lib ie of L, ctmsfnic”: 3n the subser j;r = li’ ;< {O, f -j) 
u f-) a reverse STS of or&r 2,r+ 1 (-wke t is the number c# points on 
I) rn such a way that & contains as triples alf suSscts (1x1,0), (xa, I), -) 
for every xi E L and admits as an-automorphism the invotutian fixing 
the point - and interchanging the points (@j, (x~, 1 ), 
The Steiner triple system S of order 2n+ I obtained by this method I 
is clearly reverse. 
As our construction allows a uerlain degree of freedom in the choice 
of the smail subsystems $ associated with the lines of L, it is hoped 
that it might produce many non-isomorphic reverse STS’s of order 2n + 1. 
Proof. Let L be a finite linear spas of cerdinality PI, all of whose fines 
have exactly 4 points,. By a rerult of Hanani 13 1, such a linear spxx L 
exists for every II= 1 clr 4 (mcxl i 2) because L is nothing else than a 
balanced incomplete black dsfsign with parameters k = 4 and X = 1. 
Moreover, :H the unique STS of order 9, namely the affine plane of 
order 3, has an ii+lvolMory automorphism fixing only one point, 4 EZ R 
and the theorem\follows from lemma I. 
The fofio~ing asymptatic result was suggested to the author by R.M. 
WStson : 
Now we apply one 07 Wilson‘s powerfu1 results [ fi 1 . which can be 
stated as follows; if there Asts a finite linear space L of cardinality I?’ 
such that the number of poirlt$z on every line of L is an element of the 
finite set oi intsgcrs K = {kl. k,. . . . . A$, theta there is a linear space of 
cardinality al s~tisf’:iing the same condition for every sufficiently Barge 
M z 12’ (mod P(K)), where /WCi is the greatest con~mon divisor of the 
integers k,(k, -4 ), k,(k2 --I), . ..) 4&k,-. 1). The theorem follows imme- 
diately if we take A’ = { 4,12) and E’ = 45 z 9 (mod 12). 
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